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Abstract: Bridge piers on large rivers are often protected from scouring using launchable stone, such
as a riprap sloping structure. While such scour countermeasures are effective for pier protection, they
significantly alter flow conditions in the bridge opening by overtopping flow and flow contraction,
deflecting the formation of the scour hole downstream and exposing the downstream riverbed
to additional scour. This paper provides a comprehensive and relevant review of bridge scour
estimation methods for piers with a riprap sloping structure installed as a scour countermeasure.
Research on empirical methods for bridge scour estimation is reviewed and analyzed with formulae
used for comparable structures—complex pier formulae and formulae for river training structures. A
summary of relevant formulae applicable to piers with installed scour countermeasures is provided,
as well as a discussion on the possible future research directions that could contribute to the field.
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1. Introduction

Structure: A Review. Water 2021, 13,

The majority of bridges have been built to provide an effective connection between
the banks over the waterways, impacting society both economically and politically, and at
the same time interacting with the waterway flow regime [1]. During the lifespan of the
bridge crossing rivers, changes in the flow and sediment regime are anticipated, as well
as consequent change in the variable action-imposed loads on the structure [2], or even
complete undermining of the foundation soil [3], which can result in bridge failure or even
collapse. Economic losses resulting from traffic disruption following the bridge failure
exceed its construction value [4], making bridges critical infrastructure assets [5].
The bridge failures data recorded world-wide indicate that hydraulic causes (scour,
floods, stream instability, lateral migration and floating debris) are prevailing among the
factors causing bridge collapses: Imhof [6] reports that flooding/scour was the most frequent natural hazard (66%) causing bridge failure in Europe and North America; Muñoz
Diaz et al. reported scour as causing 35% of bridge failures in Columbia, with an additional
7% failing from overtopping/floods; Schaap and Caner [7] reported 45% of failures in
Turkey were hydraulic-caused, and 22% were directly caused by scour; available data
for United States suggests that hydraulic-caused failures account for >50% of the collapses, and scour >20% [8–11]. Common materials used for construction of bridges are
concrete/reinforced concrete or steel, with a 75-year design life in service [12]. According to
the US bridge failure data, the majority of failed bridges are steel bridges (>60%), although
their portion in the National Bridge Inventory is significantly smaller than the concrete ones,
at 30% compared with 65%, respectively [13]. The average age of the bridges at the time of
the failure was 64 years, and <50 years for steel and concrete material types, respectively.
Among the various types of erosion processes that occur in the riverine environment,
the ones influencing bridges are generally divided into long-term general scour, contraction
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scour and local scour [14], acting independently or in combination with other hydraulic
causes. Bridge piers obstruct the flow, forcing it to accelerate around the pier and generate
large-scale turbulence structures, consequently increasing the turbulence in the flow downward towards the bed (horseshoe vortex) and flow downstream behind the pier (wake
vortex) [15], causing local scouring. Therefore, local scour is inherently associated with the
hydraulic structures interfering with the natural flow field [16] and its occurrence is often
simultaneous with on one (or both) of other two types of scour, causing deepening of the
entire riverbed in the vicinity of piers and abutments.
Bridge piers can be protected from scouring by either indirect or direct methods [17].
Indirect methods, such as collars [18], vanes [19], sacrificial piers [20], or self-protected piers
with openings within the pier [21], change the flow pattern around the bridge pier and
thus reduce the strength of downflow and horseshoe vortex [22]. Direct methods (riprap,
geobags, cable-tied blocks or similar launchable material) increase the riverbed resistance
in order to withstand the turbulent flow around the piers [23]. They are less expensive and
easier to construct in comparison to indirect methods [24], and flexible which allows them
to be retrofitted if necessary. The most common bed-armoring protection against scour is
riprap [25], which consists of a material larger and heavier than riverbed sediment with the
main purpose of preventing removal of the riverbed sediment downstream [26]. There are
several types of riprap countermeasures: horizontal riprap layer [17] placed just above the
riverbed level, riprap sloping structure [27] formed by stones conically mounded around
the pier, gabion mattresses [28], sacks filled with stones [29], etc. Although riprap is considered stable, there is evidence of riverbed particle erosion during floods and consequent
riprap slumping and sliding. Breusers et al. [30] pointed out that riprap protection can also
induce scour, thus not fully fulfilling its purpose. Nielsen et al. [31] investigated the velocity
distribution and critical bed shear stress under the riprap protection. Fredsoe et al. [25]
described the horseshoe vortex as the primary mechanism that causes undermining the
stones at the junction between the riprap and the riverbed. This way, riprap protection
causes formation of the deflected scour hole next to the riprap scour protection, introducing
hazard to the pier or adjacent river structures [32].
Scouring locally deepens the riverbed next to bridge piers, exposing a larger area of
the pier to direct oncoming flow, thus subjecting them to greater hydrodynamic forces in
comparison to nonscoured conditions [33]. Changes in hydrodynamic loading coinciding
with other natural hazards, e.g., earthquakes, can have devastating consequences for both
infrastructure and society [34]. Morphodynamic analysis of the river reach influencing the
bridge is integrated into the bridge management system [35] in order to log changes developed since the historical reports and assess the current condition of the riverbed. Riverbed
condition assessment is not unified—each county has adapted inspection procedures to the
diversity of their infrastructure, respecting viable methods and instruments for gathering
relevant and reliable data [36].
Scour holes reach their maximum depth during floods [37], after which they are backfilled by the bedload of the receding flow, reducing the apparent scour depth [33,38–40].
Most research in recent decades has focused on describing scour depth based on maximum
equilibrium scour depth and for steady flow conditions [41,42]. Morphodynamic changes
in the riverbed and consequently the scour process around bridge structures, when considered on a larger spatial scale, are not only caused by anthropogenic changes in the
watershed, but also by changes in the natural flood regime and extreme climatic events
such as floods, that affect the overall stability of bridge structures. Therefore, bathymetric
data acquired post-flood are not reliable enough to determine the full extent of scouring,
and analyses based on such data can lead to erroneous estimates of bridge safety. Realtime monitoring of scour development during floods is recognized as essential [43] to
enable safety monitoring and systematic inspection of the riverbed condition and avoid
unnecessary maintenance. Some of the monitoring equipment used for scour detection are
magnetic sliding collars [44], sonar devices [45], float-out devices [46] or tilt sensors [47].
The current scour-monitoring systems are being constantly enhanced through develop-
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ment of advanced monitoring techniques, mainly to achieve more robust devices, reduce
maintenance cost and enable integration with other sensors. Recent advances in scour
monitoring include assessment based on vehicle-induced vibrations measured by acceleration sensors [48], influence of soil characteristics on the change in the predominant natural
frequency of a bridge pier [49], scour depth measurement using vibration-based microelectro-mechanical systems [50], instrumented particles [51], interferometric synthetic
aperture radar stacking techniques [52], amongst others.
Regardless of the data acquirement method, in order to complete the risk assessment
for preliminary hazard analysis in the bridge management system, hydraulic analysis must
be performed. Hydraulic analysis will combine the scour data with other relevant variables:
flow environment, pier geometry and riverbed composition, to quantify the scour hazard
in comparison to foundation depth. Flow velocity, flow constriction and scour protection
measures are the most important factors that should be considered when assessing scour
risk to bridges [53]. For this purpose, empirical formulae are mostly used that calculate the
maximum scour depth, taking into account all relevant variables as input. These empirical
formulae are reliable if their usage adheres to conditions under which they were developed
and validated on field-measured data, if possible.
Previous studies have focused on the scour development for a wide range of pier geometries, arrangements and spacing, riverbed compositions, sediment transport conditions,
etc. However, there exists an evident gap in knowledge regarding the scour occurring at
piers protected with riprap sloping structure and associated scour at the periphery of the
riprap mound. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive and relevant review
of bridge scour estimation methods and provide discussion of their applicability for piers
with riprap sloping structure installed as a scour countermeasure. Research on empirical
methods for bridge scour estimation is reviewed and compared to complex pier formulae
and formulae for river training structures similar to riprap sloping structure scour protection. Scour formulae in this paper are categorized considering the following: the data used
for their development (field vs. experimental); pier geometry (single vs. complex piers);
scour type (local vs. contraction), and riprap type (riprap sloping structure vs. layer riprap).
A summary of relevant formulae applicable for piers with installed scour countermeasures
is provided, as well as a discussion on the possible future research directions.
2. Bridge Scour Assessment
Most often, the approach for developing a scour depth formula is the application
of dimensional analysis technique to an experimental dataset. The overall formula is
assessed by validation with field-measured data and incorporation of one of the mathematical fitting models. Dataset for establishing formula can be obtained in the field and
experimental environment.
2.1. Field and Experimental Data
Compared to the field data, the experimental data obtained in the laboratory provide
a controlled flow environment, which is why the maturity of the scour hole is reliable only
from the laboratory experiments [54]. However, the experimentally developed formulae
have numerous disadvantages: a limited applicability in a range of input data due to
scaling issues between geometric and sediment scales; oversimplified conditions that do
not correspond to the field conditions (rectangular flume, uniform sediment gradation,
clear-water conditions, and steady uniform flow), and time-consuming simulations to
acquire the desired dataset. Time to reach equilibrium scour depth condition is reached
asymptotically, so duration of the experimental test needs to be much more than at least
48 h to reach at least 90% of the equilibrium [55,56]. Melville and Chiew [43] define a
formula for time needed for development of the equilibrium scour hole as s rate of 5% of
the pier diameter in a 24 h period, which means that based on first 24 h-long experiment
duration, equilibrium scour depth can be calculated. Their results showed that after 10% of
the total time, scour depth is in the range of 50% to 80% of the equilibrium scour depth. To
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shorten time-consuming simulations, some authors accept semiequilibrium conditions, so
each experiment lasted 4 to 6 h, and subsequently extend the scour depth values to 100%
of the equilibrium scour depths.
Sheppard and Melville [55] noticed why scour depths are overestimated in small-scale
experiments—because the forces of the pressure gradients on sediment particles near the
smaller bridge piers are much greater than for larger piers. A similar observation was
made by Huang et al. [57] in a scale effects study, where a comparison of results from a
large-scale numerical model and a small-scale physical model was conducted. They found
better prediction of turbulence flow pattern and sediment scour by the numerical model in
comparison to the physical model, because the physical model introduces Froude similarity
and ignores the effect of turbulent Reynolds number.
The numerical model or computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model is powerful tool
to simulate interaction between the sediment transport process and the vortex system in
the complex geometry environment. In contrast to time-consuming laboratory experiments
and field investigations, numerical simulations are inexpensive and fast way to collect a
large and comprehensive amount of the essential scour data. Numerous turbulent models
have been already developed to calculate turbulent velocity and sediment scour (k − ε,
k − ω, LES, RSM, RNG and others). For example, Aly and Dougherty [58] examined
different turbulence models in predicting the bed shear stress around different pier scour
countermeasures. They concluded that k − ε performed better than the k − ω model in approximating the experimental data, since k − ω simulates adverse pressure gradients, while
the k − ε realizable model successfully simulates velocity components. Alemi et al. [59]
used the LES turbulence model to investigate the flow around a complex bridge pier on the
scoured fixed bed. They validated the numerical model based on laboratory experiments
by Graf and Istiarto [60] and achieved high correspondence with their results. By combining LES and wall function, a fast simulation process is achieved since the wall function
simplifies fully developed flow with zero velocity near the wall region. Developing a scour
numerical model can be challenging due to establishing mesh on complex riverbed geometry, which changes gradually as scour occurs. Once the computational grid is established,
the flow field will scour the bed form from the first timestep, and the computational domain
needs to be re-meshed. Zhu and Liu [61] presented three re-meshing strategies: z-level
grid, shaved grid, and σ grid. Jalal and Hassan [62] examined various types and sizes of
cells to identify optimum cell (5–10 mm) that balances the accuracy of results and reduction
in computation time. Song et al. [63] developed a 3D scour model, ibScourFoam, based on
an immersed boundary method, validated against available data from the literature and
their own flume experiment. Their model showed advantage over previous scour models
in accurate simulation of the scour process around complex structures.
Experimental and numerical data must be validated by field data to ensure the reliability of experimental results [64]. Field measurements of hydraulic parameters during
a flood are essential to understand the morphodynamic evolution of the local scour phenomenon. Despite today’s sophisticated survey techniques, it is not easy to accurately
measure velocity and depth during floods in real-time due to instrument functionality
under oscillating flow depths and instrument durability, as it is exposed to impact damage
by floating debris. Scour monitoring is challenging from the perspective of instrument
placement, where approximate location of the scour hole needs to be known. Surveying
implies collecting data at a certain point in time, which means that the maturity of the
local scour hole is unknown at the time of measurement. In addition to the difficulty of
obtaining accurate scour depth data, the flow field upstream and downstream of the bridge
pier must also be collected. Maneuvering a boat during a flood is difficult and hazardous in
vicinity of the structures. Moreover, there are some difficulties in estimation of bed material
size which used to be highly variable on site, and inaccuracy due to neglecting scour-hole
backfilling effect [65].
For these reasons, in the present state-of-the-art data from field surveys are limited and
do not encompass a sufficient range of hydraulic properties and characteristics of the river
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channel to represent a solid basis for high-quality research. Therefore, most of the local
scour formulae have been developed based on laboratory experiments [14,22,30,66,67].
Yet, there are several empirical formulae developed from field data only. Governing
parameters for scour depth (ds ) formula developed from field data are width of bridge pier
(b), water depth (y0 ) and Froude number (Fr) at the approach section and correction factor
for pier-nose shape (K1 ) as presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Local scour data obtained by field survey and corresponding formulae.
Field Data by

Number of Data

Froehlich [68]

83

Gao et al. [69]

137

Ansari and Qadar [70]

100

Richardson and Davis [41]

-

Formulae

·[y0 /b]0.46 ·[b/d50 ]0.08
h
i
−vc 0
ds = 1.141·K1 ·b0.6 ·y0 0.15 ·d50 −0.07 · vv0c −
vc 0
ds = 0.32·b·K1 · Fr1

0.2 ·[ b

e /b ]

0.62

ds = 0.86·b3.0 b < 2 m
ds = 3.6·b0.4 b > 2.2 m
h i0.65
ds = 2·K1 ·K2 ·K3 ·K4 · yb0
· Fr0.43

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Many authors have expressed concern about the lack of information available in the
published studies regarding the source of dataset used to develop the empirical formulae [55,59,71] and insufficient information about the conditions that were present during the
measurements. For example, there is no information on the methods that Zhuravlyov [72]
used to obtain the data, neither the dimensions of the structures nor their shapes, and a
field survey by Froehlich [68] does not contain a sediment gradation parameter.
2.2. Variables Governing the Scour Process
Numerous studies have aimed to evaluate the accuracy of the relevant formulae for
scour depth estimation [73–77]. These comparative studies generally summarize that most
existing formulae tend to overestimate the scour depth equilibrium. However, evaluating
reliability of scour formulae must be done with caution because single variables within
each scour depth formula may be defined with several curves, which implies dependency
of a third variable [73].
Scour can be greatly affected by sediment size distribution which can be uniform or
nonuniform. Initial movement of smaller particle sizes could be achieved at lower velocities,
so scour may occur more readily in sandy riverbeds than in coarser sediment material [58].
For nonuniform sediment environments bed armoring occurs where the coarser gravel size
protects finer particles from being transported by the flow. Pandey et al. [78] emphasize
that the influence of the armored layer regarding local scour is poorly investigated because
sediment transport in the armored riverbed is generally challenging to explicitly define.
However, the authors analyzed how the formation of the armored layer in the scour hole
stops further scouring processes during clear-water conditions. They proposed a new
graphical approach for estimating maximum scour depth in an armor riverbed, showing
1/3
that changes in dimensionless scour depth (ds / b2 ·y0
) with armor ratio (d50a /d50 ) are
minor when it exceeds 0.5, where d50a is the median diameter of armor layer d50 is median
sediment size.
Most of scour formulae differentiate clear-water or live-bed conditions respective to
bedload sediment transport: under clear-water conditions no bedload transport is present,
while live-bed condition considers initiated sediment bedload transport. Landers and
Mueller [73] evaluated the scour formulae by Gao et al. [69], comparing them to field
measurements, and concluded that there was underprediction in deeper live-bed scour
conditions (for d50 > 3 mm). On the contrary, the HEC-18 [41] formula overestimates scour
depth under live-bed conditions, especially for greater flow intensities, while it shows
good agreement with clear-water threshold scour [79]. Scour depth at the clear-water
scour is considered to be 10% greater than the scour depth in live-bed conditions [58], but
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that finding is based on small-scale models. However, recent studies have shown that
the reverse phenomena may occur in the field or in large-scale numerical models [79].
Sheppard and Melville [55] assembled field and experimental datasets of scour data from
different authors in the literature and eliminated unreasonable ones by quality control
screening, where 441 are experimental and 791 are field data. These data were used to test
the accuracy of different scour formulae. The best performance showed the new Sheppard–
Melville formula which was originated from modification of Sheppard and Miller’s [67]
and Melville’s formulae [80]. Hereafter, Yang et al. [81] proposed a modified Sheppard–
Melville formula regarding the influence of flow shallowness ratio (y0 /D), where D is
pier diameter. They prove the considerable influence of flow shallowness ratio scour on
scour depth, which increases with an increasing (y0 /D). Although modified the Sheppard–
Melville formula still retains a small level of overestimation, Yang et al. demonstrate better
accuracy of the formula than the HEC-18 formula. Overestimation is greater with smaller
shallowness (y0 /D) ratio. Yang et al. collected live-bed field data during short-peak flood
waves and concluded that live-bed scour peak may exceed the threshold peak.
Changes in the natural flow regime of a river can be defined in terms of ecological [82]
and morphological processes [83], by magnitude, frequency, timing, duration, and unsteadiness. In contrast to engineering design practice, where typical flood events with a return
period of 100 or 200 years are chosen to account for the scour susceptibility of bridges [84],
Tubaldi et al. [85] propose a more rigorous assessment of scour susceptibility, that examines
not only a single flood event but also subsequent events, as floods of short duration or low
intensity can lead to partial erosion of the riverbed, making it easier for a subsequent flood
to reach a maximum scour depth. Therefore, although the flow magnitude is the main
factor influencing scour depth development, hydrograph duration and shape also have an
important influence on the scour process and should be taken into account. The maximum
scour depth is significantly lower when actual hydrograph shape is considered than the
equilibrium scour depth for the constant flow rate. According to Plumb et al. [83], the
effects of hydrograph shape, addressing the number of cycled hydrographs and duration
of each hydrograph, as well as changes in the flow regime, should be examined in the
scour development analysis. In addition, the inclusion of more complex sediment grain
size distributions in the estimation of scour next to the bridges, along with the hydrograph
shape parameters, results in a potentially higher threshold for bed motion state, complicating the prediction of instantaneous flux using formulae for steady-flow conditions [86,87].
Some empirical formulae have been developed for evaluation of time-dependent scour
depth, i.e., considering hydrograph shape characteristics [43,88]. However, these formulae
were mostly developed for steady-state flow conditions or adapted to unsteady conditions using various approaches, such as superposition of the hydrograph as a sequence of
steady-state discharge steps [89–91], introducing a mathematical function for form of the
hydrograph [92], or defining a dimensionless effective flow [93,94]. Apart from the fact that
real-time field measurements are rarely available at high turbidity during a flood, the main
challenge in studying the effects of flow characteristics, i.e., unsteady flow characteristics
and the influence of multiple flood waves [95] on bedload transport and the scour process,
is to separate the effects of flow conditions from the effects of bed material properties and
sediment supply conditions [96]. It can be concluded that in future research it is necessary
to investigate the effects on the development of maximum scour depth not only during a
single flood event and the associated flood wave characteristics, but also previous flood
events should be considered. Particular attention should be paid to the development
of formulae and field measurement techniques that would allow the determination and
measurement of the temporal evolution of scour depth.
2.3. Local Scour Formulae for Complex Piers
Many studies of local scour formulae refer to the single pier formula [30,70,97] which
is a function of pier width (b), flow depth (y0 ), Froude number (Fr), critical flow velocity
(vc ), and sediment bed size (d50 ). Sometimes the formulae are expanded to include the
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shape pier factor (K1 ), the angle of flow attack (α) (if the pier is skewed), or the sediment
characteristic (ρs ) [98,99] and generally the formula can be written as follows:
ds = f [flow(y, Fr, vc ); pier characteristics(b, l, α); bed material(d50 , ρs )].

(5)

Physical, economic, and geotechnical considerations usually indicate the need for
bridge piers to be constructed with a column founded on a pile group with a pile cap or on
a caisson, so-called complex piers [100]. The process of scour development at complex piers
differs from that on uniform piers because lee-wake vortices dominate sediment transport,
whereas on uniform piers horseshoe vortex has governing influence on scouring [101].
In recent decades, a number of studies on scouring around complex bridge piers have
been conducted. Melville and Raudkivi [102] proposed an approach to calculate the scour
around complex piers composed of a cylindrical pier (with diameter D) and of a foundation
(with diameter D ∗ and with the top elevation H). In their study, an alternative approach
using the effective diameter (De ) is employed. Effective diameter represents a diameter
of a circular pile that induces the same scour depth as the scour depth at the complex
pier. Melville and Raudkivi [102] examined the influence of effective diameter concept and
proposed following formula:
De =

D ·(y0 + H ) + D ∗ ·(ds − H )
d s + y0

(6)

Finally, Melville and Raudkivi’s scour depth formula for complex piers introduces
three scour zones dependent of the top of the foundation elevation, as presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Scour depth formula around complex piers based on influence of the top of the foundation.
Zone

Condition

Foundation below the bottom of the scour hole

H > 2.4· D

Formula
ds = 2.4· D
01

2.4· D ≤ H ≤
ds < 2.4· D 1

Foundation is above the bottom of the scour
hole and below the bed level

ds
D

H<0
2.4· D < ds < 2.4· D ∗

Foundation is above the bed level
1

ds
D

= 2.4·





(

= 2.4·

D
D∗

D
D∗

(7)

0.4+0.5( D/D∗)

D 3
D ∗ ) +0.1−0.47

√

H
0.75− D

(8)
(9)

Except H < 0.7· D and D/D ∗ < 0.6

Even though using the equivalent single pier simplification shortens the computational
time considering the complex flow field and turbulence around the pier, Melville and
Raudkivi [102] showed that it could lead to conservative estimates of scour depth.
One of the most commonly used [65,75,103,104] scour formulae is the HEC-18 formula,
developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [41]. To account for the effects
of foundation geometry on scour depth, the superposition of scour components is proposed.
In this method, each pier component is calculated separately and superimposed on the
total scour depth, as follows:
ds = ds,pier + ds,

pile cap

+ ds,pile group

(10)

Afterwards, Coleman [105] expanded scour estimation of complex piers (comprising
column, pile cap and pile group) into the five following cases dependent of the top of the
foundation elevation: (I) buried pile cap; (II) pile cap at the bed level of the scour hole with
no exposure of the pile group; (III) pile cap and pile group extending over the base of the
scour hole while water level is above the pile cap; (IV) pile cap and pile group extending
over the base of the scour hole while water level is at the top of the pile cap; and (V) pile
cap and pile group extending over the base of the scour hole while water level is below
the pile cap. Coleman also provides formulae for equivalent pier diameter (be ) based on
variation of the pile cap elevation (H) relative to the bed level (Table 3.):
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Table 3. Equivalent pier diameter formulae based on influence of the pile cap elevation.
Formula

Condition
for H ≥ bcol

(11)

be = bcol · bbcol
pc


0.52· T ·b pc +(y0 −0.52· T )b pd
be =
y0

for HT ≤ H < 0

(12)

for H = (−y0 )

(13)

be = b pd

for H ≤ (−y0 − T )

(14)

be = bcol


{(bcol /b pc )3 +0.1−[0.47(0.75− H/bcol )0.5 ]}

A similar study by Sheppard and Glasser [66] resulted in a detailed iterative procedure
for determining effective diameter for the geometry case where the top of the pile cap is
above the bed level with no exposure of the pile group—equivalent to the piers founded
on the exposed caisson. The outlined procedure was developed in clear-water and livebed conditions, whereas effective diameter is a function of the shapes, locations, and
orientations of each pier component, and as a function of the sediment and flow properties
(Table 4).
Table 4. Procedure for calculating effective width of complex piers for estimating scour depth.
Element

Formulae

ymax =
(
K1 =

column
K2 =

5·bcol for y0 ≥ 5·bcol
y0 for y0 < 5·bcol

1
for circular columns
4
0, 86 + 0, 97 πα for square columns

bcol cos(α)+ Lcol sin(α)
bcol

if Hcol ≥ ymaxDcol ∗ = 0, else Dcol ∗ =

2



col
col
− 0.39 yHmax
+ 0.25
K1 K2 K5 bcol 0.16 yHmax

caisson 1

total
1

H 0 pc = −ds(col ) T 0 = T 0 + H 0 pc


0.4

0.4

T0
T0
 2·b pc
y
≥
2
·
b

pc
0
y0 +| H 0 pc |
y0 +| H 0 pc |
ymax =

0.4


T0

y0 + H 0 pc
y0 < 2·b pc
y0 +| H 0 pc |

 0 1/2 
 0 
H pc
∗
D pc = K1 K2 b pc exp −1 − 1.8 exp ymax + 1.7 yTmax
D ∗ = Dcol ∗ + D pc ∗

(15)

(16)
(17)

Caisson is interpreted as buried pile cap.

Furthermore, Jannaty et al. [77] conducted an investigation to determine the cause of
the Adinan complex bridge failure. They examined the performance of several formulae
and demonstrated substantial distinction between calculated and measured scour depth
values. Several stages of scouring can be noticed in their study: (I) if the bottom of scour
hole is above the up edge of the pile cap, the pile cap has a protective effect against scour;
(II) if the bottom of scour hole is between the up and the down edge of the pile cap, the
column is the prominent component to produce scour; (III) if the scour hole induced by the
column reaches the down edge of the pile cap, the pile cap will play the most important
role in scouring. Analysis of results show that the cause of Adinan Bridge failure is the
large width of the foundation in comparison to the column width. Additionally, scouring
was intensified due to lot of accumulated debris. Based on study by Jannaty et al., it can
be concluded that scour depth increases if obstruction area (either foundation or debris)
increases. This leads us to the conclusion that in estimating scour depth, the component
of flow area reduction should be considered in addition to local scour. Similarly, Yang
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et al. [106] found that for complex bridge piers in close proximity, the upstream pier
significantly affects scouring at the downstream pier in comparison to individual piers,
reducing scour rate for clear-water conditions and increasing the bedform celerity for
live-bed conditions.
2.4. Contraction Scour Formulae
One of the first contraction scour formulae was presented by Laursen and Toch [107].
They evolve Straub’s contraction scour for the long contractions to the local scour at the
pier. The formula is valid for bridges where the spacing between the piers is much larger
than the piers’ width (for contraction of cross-section approximately 10%). The effect of
contraction scour will become present when scour depth achieves a value that corresponds
to scour depth which would occur in a long contraction, or when scour holes from adjacent
piers overlap. The formula is as follows:
ds,c
1
=
− 1,
y0
(1 − β)9/14

(18)

where β is width ratio of the contracted to the uncontracted profile. Briaud et al. [108]
verified contraction scour data using previous experimental results, employed a new
parameter v1 , that presents averaged velocity at the contracted section, and provided the
following formula:


ds,c
v
vc
.
(19)
= 2.21· 1.31· √ 1 − √
y0
gy0
gy0
Furthermore, one of the most commonly used contraction scour formulae is HEC-18 [109],
that assumes contraction scour as a long contraction, where the length of the contracted section is longer than the section width. The HEC-18 contraction scour formula is developed
as a part of total scour formula, which presents superposition of both separately calculated
processes. The formula contains flow, bottom channel width, and Manning’s roughness
coefficient ratios as provided below:
ds,c
=
y0



Q1
Q0

6 
7

L0
L1

k1 

n1
n0

k2

− 1.

(20)

Like many other contraction scour formulae in the literature, HEC-18 also overestimates the scour depth [75,110]. One of the possible reasons for that inaccuracy could be
neglecting the possible dependence of local and contraction scour [65].
Recently, several researchers have observed uncertainty in the scour formulae due to
the interaction of contraction and local pier scour estimation. Hong [110] conducted laboratory experiments comparing the bridge cross-section with piers and abutments with the
cross-section without piers. The results demonstrate that the model without piers has 25%
greater scour depth. A decrease in contraction scour depth implies possible interactions between local scour and contraction scour processes. Contraction scour development requires
a longer time to reach equilibrium than local scour, as well as a possible consequence of
local and contraction scour dependance. Additionally, experimental results of contraction
scour depth were compared to the values obtained by Laursen’s formula and results shows
overestimation of Laursen’s formula results of about 30–60%. Recently, Saha et al. [104]
carried out laboratory experiments in the presence of flow contraction and compared results with reference local scour depth data obtained by new theoretical method developed
from a combination of HEC-18 and M-S formulae. Additional contraction scour estimation
showed that the discharge contraction ratio q2 /q1 has a great influence on the contraction
effect on the total scour depth, where the cross-section at the upstream face of bridge is
labeled with number 2 and approach section with number 1. However, their experiments
were only conducted under clear-water conditions, and the nonuniform sediment size is
neglected. Mueller and Wagner [64] emphasize that long-term in situ measurements are
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essential to separate local scour from contraction to identify reference bed elevation. They
suggested that long-term scour in the uncontracted section can be determined by adding
the general slope of the line to eliminate general aggradation or degradation. Afterwards,
short-term scour determination should be performed by comparing the uncontracted and
contracted cross-sections in the preflood and flood conditions.
3. Riprap Sloping Structure
When riprap is selected as a scour countermeasure, it is usually placed flushed with
the riverbed level if flow conditions are favorable for detailed installation, or as a riprap
sloping structure when flow conditions do not allow fine maneuvering of the machinery.
Some authors consider layer riprap as a more suitable protection than a riprap sloping
structure [26,30,107] because of excessive exposure of the sloping structure that induces
unwanted contraction. Recommended placement of the layer riprap depends on the
hydraulic environment and sediment transport, i.e., the occurrence of bedforms. Riprap
should be placed deep enough so it does not protrude above the bed level and disturb the
flow. Installation in rivers with significant amounts of bedload should be buried below
the estimated through of the dunes occurring during floods [10]. The number of studies
in the literature describing layer riprap and its failure mechanisms is higher than that
of riprap sloping structures, which have been rarely investigated. Generally, hydraulic
processes that occur downstream of the riprap sloping structure and its consequences
are ambiguous—flow obstruction, debris accumulation and scouring at the periphery of
the riprap mound. Since there is no such research about estimating scouring around the
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Figure 2. Pier scour countermeasure retrofitting cases distinctive by the position of the top of the riprap sloping structure
relative to the riverbed level: top of the riprap below the general bed level (left); top of the riprap above the general bed
level (middle); and top of the riprap above the mean water level (right).

Melville [111] and Ghorbani [112] draw further conclusions: if the top of the caisson
(or riprap sloping structure) is exposed above general bed level, the scour depth is increased; if the overflow above the top of the pile cap (crest of the riprap) is less shallow,
the scour depth is increased. The riprap sloping structure is a wide structure, in terms of
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Besides
riprap
sizing,
design
of the riprap
structure
stability
includes calculating
an appropriate slope to prevent the riprap stones from sliding into the scour hole, considering protection at the toe due to undermining, and determining the riprap stone diameter to
resist the hydrodynamic force of the flow. For riprap side slope, Park et al. [27] used the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineering (USACE) method for calculating riprap size as follows:
dr,30% = y0 ·

1.1·Cs ·Cv ·Ct
Ksl 1.25 ·(Sr − 1)1.25

· Fr2.5 ,

(23)

which was developed primarily for bank and channel protection. Parameter dr,30% represents particle diameter, corresponding to a 30% finer grain-size of the granulometric curve,
Cs is stability coefficient for incipient failure, Cv is vertical velocity distribution coefficient,
Ct is blanket thickness coefficient and Ksl is side-slope correction factor. According to
Breusers et al. [30], the horizontal dimension of riprap protection depends on the pier
diameter, and it needs to be at least two times larger.
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3.1. Riprap Failure Mechanisms
Riprap failure mechanisms in clear-water conditions can be divided into: (I) shear
failure—dislodging of individual riprap stones due to hydrodynamic forces; (II) edge
failure—undermining of the riverbed at the toe of the riprap; and (III) winnowing failure—
movement of finer material through voids between riprap stones principally initiated by
turbulence [117]. In addition, two more failure mechanisms have been identified under
live-bed conditions: (IV) bedform-induced failure—fluctuations in flow of the bed level
prompted by bed features, such as ripples and dunes, causes lack of stone stability; (V)
bed-degradation-induced failure—due to general bed degradation, riprap stones protrude
above the general bed level causing a reduction in bed shear stress and consequently
disintegration of the riprap structure [119]. Fredsoe et al. [25] described horseshoe vortices
in front of the individual stones as the primary reason for undermining at the junction
between the riprap countermeasure and the bed in a steady parallel current. The following
conclusion is determined—scour depth increases if the Shields parameter increases, a slope
of the revetment increases, and if the stone shape is angular. Vasquez et al. [24] conducted
physical and numerical investigation of scour around the riprap layer protection in Golden
Ears Bridge. In their study, the riprap layer is called riprap apron. The bridge is located in
a wide section of a sand-bed river just upstream from a bifurcation, subjected to migrating
dunes under live-bed conditions, and with piers oriented at an angle to the flow attack,
except the pile group that is exposed above the natural riverbed level. The study proves
that a 16 m-wide and 2 m-thick riprap layer successfully eliminates local scour around the
pier, even in the presence of an unfavorable combination of passing dunes and general
scour. The riprap, however, will partially destabilize and reallocate individual riprap
stones, especially at the edges of the layer to the form of a semiconical mound around the
pier, but it will still prevent scour hole from forming near piers.
However, at the contacts of the riprap and sediment bed in terms of live-bed conditions,
the edges of the riprap will inevitably start to destabilize. The upper stones at the edges roll
down the riprap slope or towards the dunes through into the scour hole. Vasquez et al. [24]
noticed that after the dune passes by, the riprap side slope formed a conical mound with an
angle of repose of about 30◦ . This process continues downstream until the riprap becomes
scattered and forms a riprap mound. Chiew [120] states that such a riprap mound still
serves its function of protecting the pier from erosion, but nevertheless the riprap mound
shifts the scour area away from the riprap toe and scour continues downstream. This
phenomenon has been noticed in Croatian rivers [121]. Gilja et al. establish a sediment
transport model to investigate morphological characteristics of a section of the Sava River
where a bridge with three piers remediated with riprap sloping structure are placed. It
has been noticed that erosional processes affect downstream sections of the river due
to increased flow velocities at the constricted bridge opening. The location of the final
scour hole is unknown, because it is formed based on the interaction between the flow
and the structure under site-specific conditions [122]. Petersen et al. [123] noticed scour
of the riprap in the farther downstream area. They conducted a detailed experimental
and field investigation on the three-dimensional flow field via Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) measurements to improve the understanding of scour in the interaction of the riprap
protection and the sand. The study was based on monopiles in the marine environment
in terms of steady current, waves and the combination of current and waves, where
analogy with sea current and river flow can be correlated. They concluded that a pair of
symmetrical, counter-rotating vortices induced by a steady current cause significant scour
hole downstream of the scour protection. Whitehouse et al. [71] support the statement
that the riprap placed around the pier and above the level of the natural bed initiates the
development of the secondary scour response. As the scour continues downstream at the
edge of the riprap, a deeper scour hole is created than around the unprotected bridge pier.
In addition, it has been shown that with this type of riprap protection, scour wakes extend
to distance of 100 times the pier diameter. The riprap scour countermeasure is considered
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to be inadequate, because after secondary scour, more vortices appear near the piers and
accelerate the scour process [124].
3.2. Similar Structures Analogy
Groynes, spur dikes, and sloping abutments are geometrically similar to the riprap
sloping structures, and thus comparable complex interactions between the flow and
riverbed material occur—shallow and on occasion supercritical flow overtopping the
structure and hydraulic jump forming on the downstream slope, undermining the toe.
Affecting parameters in local scour formulae at the groyne are same as those for
local scour at bridge piers (hydraulic and sediment parameters), except for geometrical
parameters that encompass scour depth’s dependency on the distance from the first groyne
or from the entrance of the bend, as can be seen in Przedwojski [125] formula:



 µ −2
ds
yun
Qs
2π
=
+
cos
s + sin(α − 90)
.
y0
y0
Q0
Lm

(24)

Another formula developed by Rashak and Khassaf [126] in clear-water conditions for
T-shape submerged groynes is as follows:
y gr
sg
v0
ds
(0.002· y )
0.747· y
0 + 0.002· e
0 + 0.747· e (−1.092· n g ) .
= 1.489·e(4.117· Fr) + 4.117·e(−3.292· vc ) − 3.292·e
y0

(25)

As can be seen in abovementioned formulae, local scour around groynes depend on
parameter of spacing between groynes (s g ). Since one groyne case is comparable to the
riprap sloping structure, Rashak and Khassaf’s formula can be considered for the riprap
sloping structure in the case where spacing between groynes is zero (s g = 0). In a sequence
of groynes, maximum scour depth occurs at the nose of the upstream groyne.
According to Han and Lin [127], groynes are most vulnerable when the upcoming
flood reaches an elevation just above the groyne crest and a shallow submerged condition
is reached. Such overtopping flow has a vertical stream direction down the lee side of
the groyne, and thus causes small sediment particles to be carried away at relatively low
threshold velocities. Rashak and Khassaf [128] noticed that the magnitude of the groyne
submergence affects scour depth inversely, which means that an increase in submerged
ratio (y1 /y0 ) will result in smaller scour depth ratios (ds /y0 ). During relatively deep
submergence, the overtopping flow near the free surface is parallel to the flow direction,
while recirculatory motions are present at the bottom around the groyne. Meaning that in
the low submergence level case, the recirculation region affects stones at the groyne surface.
McCoy et al. [129] investigated the horseshoe vortex system and shear distribution
around the groyne to clarify evolution of the scour hole around the groyne region. They
showed that deflection of the horizontal, detached shear layer will be magnified if the
groyne crest elevation is higher. Furthermore, they support statement that mass exchange
is larger in the submerged conditions than for emerged groynes due to a large increase in
the inflow velocities downstream of the groyne. Melville and Coleman [14] mentioned that
the vortex system will not change in higher water levels, which means that flow depth has
a limited influence on scour depth.
Pandey et al. [130] have tested the accuracy of formulae for scour depth around
groynes developed by different authors, concluding that although the position of scour
depth varies remarkably, a maximum value typically occurs near the nose of the groyne
on the upstream side and spreads up to a width of three times the spur dike length. The
extent of the scour region is greater on the downstream side compared to the upstream,
but the volume of the upstream scour hole is about 65% of the total volume. They indicate
that Froude number is a significant parameter in scour depth around the groyne, and
other parameters play secondary role, which was later also confirmed by Rashak and
Khassaf [126]. Giglou et al. [131] conducted an analysis of flow pattern around spur dikes
by a 3D numerical model, and showed that vortex length behind the spur dike is four
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times longer than the length of spur dike, and with approximately 1.2 times the spur
dike length. Pandey et al. [132] developed two novel methods to estimate maximum
scour depth around the spur dike in a uniform sediment condition that consists of three
standalone machine-learning approaches. Experimentally collected data were obtained
in a clear-water condition with uniform sediment material. The result of their model is
presented as the ratio of scour depth and spur dike (ds /Ls ), while input parameters were
ratio of average to critical velocity (v0 /vc ), ratio of water depth to spur dike length (y0 /Ls ),
ratio of spur dike length to mean sediment diameter (Ls /d50 ) and densimetric Froude
number (Fd50 ). Based on sensitivity analysis of the input parameters, Ls /d50 showed the
most significant influence on model performance. Eventually, statistical metrics showed
the good performance of the developed model in assessing maximum scour depth near the
spur dike.
Scour hole geometry at the abutment is similar to those at groynes by means of strong
scour activity as a consequence of contraction scouring, which causes a scour hole to be
located slightly downstream along the centerline of the watercourse, complementary with
turbulent intensity pattern and the time-averaged velocity pattern [109]. However, at long
abutments, the scour hole is slightly more elongated to the downstream in comparison to
the short abutments [14]. It can be concluded that increasing the obstruction of the flow
area will cause larger principal vortex that deflects the scour hole away until it reaches a
more elongated shape.
4. Discussion
The purpose of the bridge pier scour design formulae are to determine the required
depth of the foundation before the bridge is built, or to estimate bridge safety margins
during its design life, with the goal of identifying the need for maintenance or scour
protection measures’ installment. Numerous pier scour formulae are available for scour
depth estimation—however, they do not provide reliable results as most of them are
developed from limited datasets, experimentally acquired or measured directly in casespecific conditions. Formulae developed experimentally may result in under- or overestimation of scour depth if applicated at bridge piers in prototype scale [77,133]. Thus,
formula must be cautiously selected based on conditions that are similar to those for which
the formula is developed [17]. In order to find out the most applicable empirical formulae,
sensitivity analysis is often required [134].
Any kind of obstruction in the river, such as a bridge pier, inevitably leads to morphodynamic changes, especially in sand-bed rivers with median particle size that can be easily
moved during floods [135]. Since the occurrence of scour hole is only a matter of time, it is
inevitable that some sort of scour protection will have to be installed during the design life
of the bridge. Riprap scour protection using launchable stone almost exclusively requires
the riprap to be placed above the riverbed level in a form of riprap sloping structure, which
represents additional rigid obstacles in contact with the erodible sediment bed. On the
other hand, scour countermeasures could have adverse effect if not installed properly.
Therefore, the effect of the proposed scour countermeasures on flow environments should
be investigated in detail to achieve design effectiveness during use [136].
The riprap sloping structure contracts the flow through the bridge opening, increasing
the velocity and shear stress, resulting in additional lowering of the riverbed elevation
next to piers. The installment of the riprap sloping structure has an effect on the bridge
hydraulics similar to the flow constrictions resulting from other bridge-related structures—
abutments placed in the main channel or long embankments traversing the overbanks.
Sudden contraction of the oncoming flow concentrates the flow through the bridge opening,
increasing the flow velocity, shear stress and turbulence in the proximity of bridge piers.
Depending on the contraction ratio and associated afflux, increased flow velocity and shear
stress can significantly surpass the threshold value. Thus, the riverbed deepening will be
continuous until the equilibrium is reached, undermining the bridge piers. The effect of the
flow contraction is local, i.e., the extent of the morphodynamic changes is rarely evident
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on the wider river reach, contributing to late identification of the potential hazard to the
bridge. While contraction scour is not always present in the bridge locations, depending
on the flow approach section layout, it will always accompany the riprap sloping structure,
as the volume of the mounded stone presents significant flow constriction. Therefore, the
effect of the constriction scour must not be neglected as an influencing factor in studies
focusing on scour at riprap sloping structures [137]. For many bridges protected by riprap
sloping structures, scour has been found to occur further downstream, often causing a
deeper scour hole [121]. Yet, the final depth and relative position of the scour hole next to
the riprap sloping structure has not been investigated. Scarce data about scour monitoring
next to piers with installed riprap sloping structures do not allow us to draw conclusions
regarding the potentially adverse effects of such pier protection. The actual position of the
scour hole could be deflected from the pier as a result of toe undermining and subsequent
gradual collapsing of the riprap stones into the erosion zone, propagating the scouring
process downstream of the unprotected riverbed [61].
Research focusing on the riprap primarily addresses the riprap failure mechanisms [25,64,123,138],
while formulae which would estimate the scour depth downstream of the riprap protection are lacking. Similarly, the formulae used for pier scour are not applicable for piers
protected by riprap sloping structures. Considering that a number of existing bridges
have been retrofitted with riprap sloping structures following scour hazard occurrence,
future research should be oriented towards determining the effectiveness of such scour
countermeasures as well as their adverse effects on the riverbed and adjacent structures.
Similarities between riprap sloping structures and river training structures exist, highlighting the need for in-detail research, as flow overtopping and additional contraction scour
can significantly reduce the bridge safety under more frequent flood events driven by
climate change. Although many researchers have investigated the effects of flow events on
bedload transport and scour processes in laboratory studies [83,85,139–142] (for a systemic
review, see also [96]), studies with field measurements are still rare [39,40], especially those
with continuously measured flow waves and associated scour depths [95,143].
Based on the literature review, this study hypothesizes the following: if a large
database with a sufficient range of independent hydraulic parameters, riprap geometries,
and resulting scour hole depth is established, an empirical formula that provides a reliable
estimation of scour depth next to bridge piers protected by riprap sloping structure can
be derived. This hypothesis can be tested using field data, experimental data, numerical
simulation data, as well as hybrid modeling approaches. Field data are the most reliable,
but occurrence of flood events often surpasses the timeframe available for the research.
Therefore, field data can be used for calibration and verification of experimental and numerical simulations on more frequent flood events. Experimental and numerical simulations
provide means to simulate flood events of longer return periods, such as 1000-year floods.
However, preparation of a physical model may be both time-consuming and challenging
from a scaling perspective. Therefore, a physical model can be used to investigate local
turbulent flow field in the vicinity of the pier. Interaction between the complex geometry
and the vortex system can be explored utilizing 3D numerical simulations. The 3D CFD
model overperforms the physical model in predicting turbulent velocities and sediment
scour, especially if the physical model relies on a single similarity method for scaling [57].
Compared to time-consuming laboratory experiments and field investigations, numerical
simulations are a relatively inexpensive and fast way to collect a large and comprehensive
dataset for analysis of the scour process. Numerical models can be established for a larger
flow area influencing the bridge, providing representative flow conditions at the bridge
opening for the boundary conditions of the physical model. Data should be complementary in the sense that each dataset addresses the shortcomings of the others, obtaining the
relevant variables across the entire range.
The state-of-the-art review and discussion on the potential research direction are the
basis of the project R3PEAT (Remote Real-time Riprap Protection Erosion AssessmenT
on large rivers), aiming to contribute to the field by developing empirical formulae for
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scour estimation next to the bridges with installed scour countermeasures in the form
of the riprap sloping structure. Currently, this field is not adequately researched, while
similarities with other river training structures exist. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that
reliable scour equations can be developed that would combine the influencing variables
used for pier scour, contraction scour and toe scour.
5. Conclusions
The bridge failures data recorded worldwide indicate that hydraulic causes are the
most common causes of the bridge collapses. Therefore, scour monitoring in real-time
is crucial for efficient bridge management. Maximum scour depth for the design flood
must be estimated, which can be compared to scour development under specific flood
events and associated risk calculated. Once the scour risk is determined in the life cycle
of bridges over large rivers, piers are usually retrofitted with riprap sloping structures
as scour protection measures. In the literature there are numerous empirical equations
developed for different pier shapes and sizes, but the ones taking into account complex
flow conditions in the bridge opening with installed riprap sloping structure as scour
countermeasure are lacking. This paper provides a comprehensive and relevant review of
bridge scour estimation methods for piers with riprap sloping structure installed as scour
countermeasure. From the state-of-the-art review, hydrodynamic conditions characteristic
for such structures are singled out, separating them from single pier equations. These are
shallow and on occasion supercritical flow overtopping the structure and hydraulic jump
forming on the downstream slope, undermining the toe. The contributions of this work to
the research field are the following:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Systematic formulation of the scouring problem occurring next to the riprap sloping
structure—flow contraction as the driving mechanism, including the flow overtopping
and associated relevant hydraulic variables;
Overview of the currently available empirical formulae for pier scour estimation and
analysis of their applicability for the piers protected with riprap sloping structure—
similarity to the complex piers regarding the pier shape and river training structures
regarding the flow pattern;
Proposal of the future research direction—utilizing the advantages of available numerical models to investigate complex flow patterns in the bridge opening.

The presented research framework is the basis of the project R3PEAT (Remote Realtime Riprap Protection Erosion AssessmenT on large rivers), aiming to contribute to the
field by developing empirical formulae for scour estimation next to the bridges with
installed scour countermeasures in the form of the riprap sloping structure.
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y0
y1
yun
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ymax
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bcol
Lcol
Hcol
b pc
b pd
d50
d50,a
n
T
HT
v0
v1
vc
vc 0
τc
H
D
D∗
De
dr
Sr
Cs
Cv
Ct
Ksl
α
β
k
ε
ω
µ
Fr
L0
L1
Lm
s
sg
ng
Q0
Q1
Qs
k1, k2
K1
K2
K3
K4

scour depth
contraction scour depth
water depth at the approach section
water depth at the contracted section
unperturbed water depth
water depth above the submerged groyne crest
maximum water depth
width of bridge pier
effective width of bridge pier
column width
column length
column height from the bed level
pile-cap width
pile-diameter
mean particle size of bed material
mean particle size of armor layer
Manning’s roughness coefficient
pile-cap thickness
exposure of pile cap at which cap is scoured.
averaged approach velocity
averaged velocity at the contracted section
critical velocity
approach velocity that induces incipient motion
critical shear stress
the top elevation of the foundation (or pile cap)
pier diameter
foundation diameter
effective pier diameter
riprap rock diameter
specific gravity of riprap
stability coefficient for incipient failure
vertical velocity distribution coefficient
blanket thickness coefficient
side-slope correction factor
angle between the groyne or pier and flow attack
ratio of the contracted to the uncontracted width
turbulent kinetic energy
turbulent dissipation rate
specific dissipation rate
the exponent in the sediment transport formula.
Froude number
bottom channel width at the approached section
bottom channel width at the contracted section
meander length
distance from the entrance of the bend
spacing between groynes
number of groynes
discharge at the approached section
discharge at the contracted section
part of discharge stopped by groyne
medial fall velocities of the sediment d50
the correction factor for pier-nose shape
the correction factor for angle of flow attack
the correction factor for bed condition
the correction factor for armoring of coarse bed material
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K5
Kr
Kb
Kω
Kp
Ks
Kα

the correction factor for pile extension
rock properties’ slope effects factor for riprap sizing
pier width factor for riprap sizing
crossflow shear factor for riprap sizing
transverse pier spacing factor for riprap sizing
pier shape factor for riprap sizing
approach flow alignment factor for riprap sizing
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